SINGAPORE EXPO

GUIDE

Introduction

TRANSFORM
YOUR EXPERIENCE
AT SINGAPORE EXPO

We never forgot our purpose in bringing people and ideas together. We've
just evolved the way we engage with audiences and communities in these
rapidly changing times.
By transcending the reach of physical space, we transform endless
possibilities into reality through the innovative use of space.
But we are more than just a venue. The holistic experiences we curate serve
to augment and enrich the connections we bridge among audiences, visitors,
and communities.
We are proud to have empowered over a billion human connections, and we
look forward to creating more in the years to come.
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Master Brand

Brand Hierarchy
To ensure a cohesive presentation of our brands, we ﬁrst need to understand the relationshoip between our parent brand,
master brand and product brands.
These guidelines outline the basic elements
used to communicate Singapore EXPO
i.e. the Master Brands, and all its products.

Parent Brand

Master Brands

With tagline

Without tagline

Product Brands
Space & Studio
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Master Brand

Singapore EXPO
The relationship between each element that makes up the Singapore EXPO signature is shown below. The logotype is
core to the Singapore EXPO’s visual identity and the signature should never be redrawn either by traditional methods or by
computer generation. It should always be produced from the master artwork and based according to the below proportions.
Always use original reproduction artwork provided by the company, along with this manual.
Note: When writing the brand name in text, always use an initial cap letter. E.g: Singapore EXPO
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Master Brand

Singapore EXPO - Logo Colour Variations
Whenever possible, the full coloured version of the identity should be used for all communication materials. If a background
colour other than those prescribed is to be introduced, care should be taken to ensure legibility.
A. Full colour logo - with tagline

B. Full colour logo - without tagline

Always use this logo version speciﬁcally for external collaterals.
Logo with tagline can be only used on larger collaterals for visbility.
E.g: Brochures, Print ads, Large size digital banners.

Always use this logo version for internal and venue collaterals.
Logo without tagline can be used for small size collaterals.
E.g: Digital banners, Onsite screens, Pylons.

Utse coloured logos on
white background.

Use coloured logos on
white background.

Coloured logos can go on clean light
coloured image background. In particular,
avoid colours that clash or contrast.

Coloured logos can go on clean light
coloured image background, In particular,
avoid colours that clash or contrast.

C. Black & white logo - with tagline

D. Black & white logo - without tagline

Use this logo when colour is not applicable.

Use this logo when colour is not applicable.
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Master Brand

Singapore EXPO - Minimum size & Exclusion Zone
This page shows the amount of minimum clear space required around the Singapore EXPO signature to ensure maximum
clarity when it is produced. The exclusion Zone refers to the area around the signature that should remain clear of visual clutter
and therefore allow the Singapore EXPO signature to be read clearly.
It is at the discretion of the designer to ensure that no graphic, typographic or photographic elements that interfere with
its visibility fall within this space, and practise professional creative judgement in circumstances when the exclusion zone
has to be encroached.
MINIMUM SIZE

EXCLUSION ZONE

The minimum size for the logo with tagline is 40mm for print and
180px for screen.

The minimum clear space around the logo is 0.5X, where X is determined
by the height of the logo.

Print

Screen
0.5X

0.5X

X
40mm

180px

0.5X

0.5X

Use of the logo without tagline is advised for smaller sizes.
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Master Brand

Singapore EXPO - Logo Colour Palette
Our colour palette is at the foundation of our brand. It is important to match the colour to the original PANTONE code and
always ask your printer for a colour proof to validate the colour and legibility prior to printing. However, in situations where
this is not practical, the process colour equivalent speciﬁed can be used.
We use four primary colours: EXPO Red, Blue, Green and Yellow.

EXPO RED

EXPO BLUE

PANTONE COLOUR CODE
PMS 199C

SCREEN COLOURS (RGB)
R218 G33 B40

PANTONE COLOUR CODE
PMS 2144C

SCREEN COLOURS (RGB)
R34 G78 B160

PROCESS COLOURS (CMYK)
C12 M100 Y100 K0

WEB COLOURS (HEX CODE)
#DA2128

PROCESS COLOURS (CMYK)
C95 M80 Y0 K0

WEB COLOURS (HEX CODE)
#224EA0

EXPO GREEN

EXPO RED

PANTONE COLOUR CODE
PMS 2257C

SCREEN COLOURS (RGB)
R55 G179 B74

PANTONE COLOUR CODE
PMS 1235C

SCREEN COLOURS (RGB)
R252 G184 B19

PROCESS COLOURS (CMYK)
C75 M0 Y100 K0

WEB COLOURS (HEX CODE)
#37B34A

PROCESS COLOURS (CMYK)
C0 M27 Y100 K0

WEB COLOURS (HEX CODE)
#FCB813
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Parent Brand

Constellar & Singapore EXPO Logo Lock-Up 1
Logo lock-up 1 is a combination of two separate entities: Constellar & Singapore EXPO
The logo lock-up is used across all Constellar and
Singapore EXPO brand applications.

Primary logo lock-up

VARIATIONS
There are two variations of the logo lock-up:

Black

Reverse White

1. Primary Logo Lock-Up
Always use this logo lock-up whenever possible.
The spacing between 2 logos would be the width
of EX.
MINIMUM SIZE
The minimum size for the logo is 100mm (width)
for print and 200px (width) for screen.
Note: It is not advisable to go any smaller
as it will compromised the visibility of both
brand identites.
EXCLUSION ZONE
The minimum clear zone rule of 0.5X,
where X is determined by the height of the logo,
similarly applies to logo lock-up.
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Parent Brand

Constellar & Singapore EXPO Logo Lock-Up 2
Logo lock-up 2 is only applied when the content of the articles and collaterals features how Singapore EXPO relates to
the parent company, Constellar.
USAGE
When there is a need to feature Parent Brand and
Master Brand together, the Singapore EXPO logo
will be paired with “Managed by Constellar”
in text.

0.5X

0.5X

X

Logo will only be used in black or white to
avoid confusion with individual logo CI.

Half of “O”

0.5X

0.5X

Singapore EXPO is managed by Constellar
Venues Pte Ltd, which is a subsidiary of
Constellar Holdings Pte Ltd.
MINIMUM SIZE
The minimum size for the logo is 100mm
(width) for print and 200px (width) for screen.
Note: It is not advised to go any smaller as it
will compromised the visibility of both entities
brand identity, separately.
EXCLUSION ZONE
The minimum clear zone rule of 0.5X, where X
is determined by the height of the logo, similarly
applies to logo lock-up.
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ADAPTATIONS
Besides using of the logo lock-up 1 on its own, the designs featured here should be used on collateral created by Singapore EXPO.
When used on objects and gifts that need logo representation, use the logo lock-up 2 logo on its own.
When used on reading collaterals ,the logo will be adapted the bottom of the item as a strip, paired with the taglines
“ Transform Your Experience” and the necessary social media icons and address. (shown below)

TRANSFORM YOUR EXPERIENC E
singaporeexpo.com.sg

@singaporeexpo
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Parent Brand

Constellar & Singapore EXPO Logo Lock-Up 3
Logo lock-up 3 is only applied for video content to feature Singapore EXPO and Constellar logo together. It will be clearer
to feature both logo separately, to emphasise on the relationship.
USAGE
For video or animation content, to feature
Singapore EXPO logo ont he 1st frame,
followed by Mananged by COnstellar Logo
on the 2nd frame.

A. Full colour logo
- without tagline

A. Full colour logo

1st Frame

2nd Frame

B. Black & white logo
- without tagline

B. Black & white logo

1st Frame

2nd Frame

As the logos are featured separately, you can
use the full colour logo too.
Singapore EXPO is managed by Constellar
Venues Pte Ltd, which is a subsidiary of
Constellar Holdings Pte Ltd.
MINIMUM SIZE
The minimum size for the logo is
200px (width) for screen.
Note: It is not advised to go any smaller as it
will compromised the visibility of both entities
brand identity, separately.
EXCLUSION ZONE
The minimum clear zone rule of 0.5X, where X
is determined by the height of the logo, similarly
applies to logo lock-up.
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Typography

Primary Typeface
Open Sans is the default typeface for all our communication materials.
Note: Open Sans is freely available for download from Google Fonts.
You can also request for the original font from the company for collaboration purposes.

SINGAPORE EXPO

Headline
Open Sans Extra Bold
Uppercase

We are here to embrace the new norms with you as your trusted event partner.
Taking a solutions approach, our business consultants will tailor our wide array
of oﬀerings to your speciﬁc needs and each event’s unique demands.
Create memorable hybrid with us. Transform Your Experience

Bodycopy
Open Sans Regular
Sentence Case

Open Sans Extra Bold

Open Sans Bold

Open Sans Regular

Open Sans Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789$@#?!:;”

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789$@#?!:;”

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789$@#?!:;”

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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Typography

Secondary Typeface
Calibri our secondary typeface, and is used in non-communication materials.
e.g. PowerPoint presentations and internal communications.
Note: Calibri is a default system font in Mac and Windows OS.

The Future of MICE

We are here to embrace the new norms with you as your trusted event partner.
Taking a solutions approach, our business consultants will tailor our wide array
of oﬀerings to your speciﬁc needs and each event’s unique demands.
Create memorable hybrid with us. Transform Your Experience

Calibri Bold

Calibri Regular

Calibri Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789$@#?!:;”

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789$@#?!:;”

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789$@#?!:;”
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Calibri Bold
Title Case

Bodycopy
Calibri Regular
Sentence Case
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Graphic Device

X Mark
The X-Mark is a ﬂexible graphic device used in Singapore EXPO communication items. It is one of the core elements in our
visual identity system to symbolise the manifestation of Singapore EXPO’s core brand principles: Exploration, Intersection,
Multiplicity and Exponentiality.
The X-Mark was created to enhance the overall Singapore EXPO brand expression. It is designed to be used across diﬀerent
mediums including print, digital, environmental and 2D & 3D expressions.
X-Mark

Usage and Implementations
The X-Mark can be used with abstract thematic imagery or solid/gradient colours
to create a vibrant graphc expression
With abstract thematic imagery

With solid/gradient colours
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Colour Palette

Gradient Colours
Our gradient colours represent the services and products that Singapore EXPO features.
We use three gradient colours: EXPO Purple Gradient, Orange Gradient and Green Gradient
VENUE PRIMARY COLOUR • MEET@EXPO
EXPO PURPLE GRADIENT

PLAY@EXPO • FEAST@EXPO
EXPO ORANGE GRADIENT

CULINARY PRODUCT BRANDS
EXPO GREEN GRADIENT

PANTONE
COLOUR CODE

PMS 255C

PMS Medium
Purple C

PMS 7548C

PMS 7579C

PMS 7481C

PMS 334C

PMS 300C

PROCESS
COLOURS (CMYK)

C0 M100
Y0 K0

C90 M100
Y0
K0

C0
M25
Y100 K0

C0
M80
Y100 K0

C30 M0
Y100 K0

C75
Y60

C100 M100
Y0
K0

SCREEN
COLOURS (RGB)

R236 G0 B140

R63 G38 B155

R255 G194 B14

R252 G81 B29

R204 G219 B51

R0 G185 B140

R44 G52 B147

WEB COLOURS
(HEX CODE)

#EC008C

#3F269B

#FFC20E

#FC511D

#CCDB33

#00B98C

#2C3493
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This guidebook will give you an understanding of Singapore EXPO’s visual representation and look and feel.
If unsure, check with the team from Singapore EXPO for the design templates and logos.
For more information, email us at expomarketing@constellar.co

